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The S-R Inventory of Anxiousness is a paper and pencil instrument

which permits an examination of the relative sources of behavioral variance attributable to persons, settings, modes of response and their

interactions. One hundred and sixty college students were randomly

divided into four groups and administered the S-R Inventory of Anxiousness.
Each of the four groups received a different instructional set. The
four instructional sets included the standard Hunt

and Endler instruct-

ions and three other sets each of which was designed to accentuate the

variance contribution of a particular source (
(3)

persons x settings interaction

).

(l)persons,

(2)

settings,

The subjects were additionally

asked to conplete the S-R Inventory as their best friend would to evaluate
the use of trait constructs in regards to the rating or description of
others. The findings which generally replicated the results of Hunt and

Endler, indicated that

(a)

instructional set was ineffective as a means

of influencing the relative contributionsof each of the component sources

of variation,

(b)

attribution to

.

another as opposed to self ratings

produced differences in the proportions of variance attributable to a given
component source. The substantive, theoretical and methodological
inplications of the findings were discussed
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recent years there

iias

been increasing interest in obtain-

ing empirical evidence to clarify what constitutes the major
sources

of variance in beliavior.

IMs

concern has been prompted by

psycliologists' ongoing discussions of two related issues:

r.iany

first,

the individual differences --situations question and second, the

generality- specificity argument.
In regard to the fomer, tliere has been historical disagree-

ment in approach between individual differences theorists and
social psychologists about the relative in^ortance of individual

differences and of situations in predicting how people will behave
(Endler, Hunt, and Rosenstein, 1962).

Most personality theorists,

wliile attributing in^iortance to situations as an influence

upon

behavior, have functioned within their research roles as if indi-

vidual differences were the major deteiroinants of behavior.

As a

result, most personality research has been concerned with the

measurement of individual responses and the development of trait
or state theories regarding these responses.

However, many social

psychologists have contended that the major factor influencing

variation in behavior is

tlie

(Dewey and Humber, 1951).

situation in which individuals respond

Specifically, behavioral variation is

seen as a function of the cultural rules and social roles derived
from a situation's meaning for an individual.
Secondly, the concern for en^irical evidence regarding sources

of beliavioral variation

lias

been fostered by

tlie

controversial con-

2.

elusions drawn by some psychologists regarding
the generality-

specificity question-that is, the issue of
an individual's
behavioral consistency across a number of
distinct situations
Olischel, 1968).

Recently, literature reviews (Yemon, 19C4;

Hunt, 1965; Miscliel, 1968, 1973) have called
into question the

long-held belief that individuals possess strong,
stable traits
across situations.

Mischel (1968, p. 146) summarizes the attack

on the trait concept by saying:
With the possible exception of intelligence, highly
generalized behavioral consistencies have not been
demonstrated and the concept of personality traits as
broad response predispositions is thus untenable. . .
toy of the response consistencies obtained across measures turn out to be due to tlie commonality of tlie test
stimuli or metliods used to elicit the responses and to
other sources, like response sets that undermine the
interpretation of data as indicators of personality
traits.

These two areas of discussion converge in the research efforts
to partition variance into its con^onent sources for con5)arison of

their relative proportions of

tlie

total variance.

These research

^proaches provide the most directly relevant data concerning the
situational specificity versus the trans -situational generality of

personality (Alker, 1972)

.

Three separate lines of research have

dealt with this issue, and constitute a rather limited amount of
investigation considering the iji5)lications of this area for person-

ality psychology.
Initial efforts in this area began with observational studies

by Raush and his associates.

A longitudinal

series of studies

3.

(Raush, Dittnan, and Taylor, 1959a, 1959b; Raush,
Farbinan, and

Llewelyn, 1960) looked at

tlie

interpersonal behaviors of a small

groi^ of hyperaggressive preadolescent children in residential
treatment.

The research concerned itself with changes in the boys'

social behavior towards botli peers and adults over the period
of

a year and a half.

A matched control

groiQ)

of nontial boys was also

studied along the same dimensions as the experimental group.

Tv\ro

observations were made on each child in each of six life settings
(e.g., breakfast, structured game activities, arts and crafts, etc.).

Observations were made at the beginning of

tlie

program and repeated

after a year and one half of treatment on two dimensions:

affec-

tional (friendly vs. nostile) and status (dominant vs. submissive)
behavior.

The results suggested to Raush and his associates that the
question of whether or not individual personality or the situation
is more inportant in determining behavior is a meaningless one.

They conclude "there is individual consistency in social behaviors
across different settings and tliere is setting consistency across

different individuals.

But

tlie

interactive effects between the

child and setting contributed far more information about behavior
than did the sum of

tlie

independent coii5)onents . "

(Raush et al,

1959, p. 375).

These findings point towards a need for adequate classification
(or sanyling) of both personality and setting dimensions to help in

.

4.

understanding such interactive effects (Raush et
al, 1959; Moos,
1973).

Raush' s conclusions suggested strongly the
need for direct

esapirical study of the sources of behavioral
variance and their

interactions
In a series of studies designed to address the
issue of the

relative importance of individual differences and of
situations

upon behavior by a direct conparison of the relative sizes
of the
contributions to the total variance from persons and situations,
Endler, Hunt, and their colleagues (Endler, Hunt, Rosenstein,
1962;

Endler and Hunt, 1966; Endler and Hunt, 1968a, 1968b; Endler and
Hunt, 1969) have developed an innovative self -report instrument

called the S-R Inventory of Anxiousness.

This paper-and-pencil

inventory is distinctive because it separates explicitly described
stimulus situations from the individual's mode of response (which
are considered behavioral indicators of the trait "anxiety").

This

new format makes it possible to statistically analyze the relative
size of the variance conponents attributable to the main effects
(in this case, persons, situations and modes of responses) and
tlieir interactions,

(Endler, Fiunt and Rosenstein, 1962).

Speci-

fically, the inventory enploys a sanple of fourteen modes of

response indicating anxiousness (e.g., "heart beats faster",
"get an uneasy feeling", "emotions disrupt action", "perspire",
etc.) in each of eleven

saii5)le

situations (e.g., "you are going

to meet a new date", "you are going into a psychological experi-

ment", etc.).

The subject is asked to report the degree (i.e.,

5.

on a 1-5 scale with

5

indicating a high anxiety score) to
which

he experienced a specific mode of response
in each of the situations.

In an atteii^)t to assess the validity of
the new instrument,

Endler,

Hmt

and Rosenstein correlated the scores from
the S-R

Inventory with other instruments purporting to
measure "anxiety".

Results indicated that the S-R Inventory has somewhat
higher (and

statistically significant) correlation with the scores
from the

other inventories than do the scores from the other
inventories

with each other.

They conclude that the new instrument appears

to be at least as valid as other existing instruments.

The initial data analysis (Endler, Hunt and Rosenstein,
1962)
indicated greater mport of situational variance than subject

variance for predicting behavior.

This finding apparently

si5)ported social psychologists' claiins regarding the importance of
laiowing the situation as opposed to individual differences.

Endler and Hunt later acknowledged

tliat

However,

an inappropriate statis-

tical technique had produced the (misleading) results.

A reanalysis

of the original data (Endler and Hunt, 1966) plus an additional
subject

saii5)le

indicated that behavioral variation was primarily

a function neitlier of individual differences nor of situations;
rather, persons and settings differences each accounted for

approximately 5-10 percent of the total behavioral variance while

nearly 33 percent of the total variance came from
order) interactions.

tlie

single (first

The modes of response contributed about

6.

25 percent of the variance witli the remainder being
accounted for

by

tlie

confounded effect of the triple interaction and
the error

(about 35 percent)

entiate

tlie

.

Hie statistical aimlysis

v/as

unable to differ-

estimates of the triple interaction from estimates
of

the error since sucii a separation is ijipossible
with only one

observation per cell.

Furtlier studies

(Endler and Hunt, 1968;

Silverstein and Fisher, 1968) suggested that the triple
interaction

accounted for between S-10 percent of the variance with
the remain-

der being the error term.
Thus, with a conclusion strikingly similar to Raush et al,

Endler and Ikmt suggest that the question of whether individual
differences or situations are the major source of behavioral

variance is a moot point and that, in effect, there is no single

major source of behavioral variance for the trait of anxiety.
Finally, the fact that the interactions of the main sources of

variance and not these sources themselves accounted for the most
substantial portions of the total variance was seen to have great
importance for personality description and for personality theory.
First, Endler and Hunt suggest that one inplication of tliese

results might be the improvement of personality diagnosis and

description by specifying the kinds of responses that persons make
in various kinds of situations as well as statements about their
general proneness to make certain responses rather than others.
It is possible that improvement in the validity of trait assess-

7.

ment might be considerable if atten5)ts were
made (with the purposes of assessment in mind) to categorize
situations, and to
categorize modes of response and then describe
individuals in tenns

of those categories.

Several investigators have found evidence
to

suggest that such an approach does ijnprove the
precision of des-

cription (Endler and Bain, 1967; Ilaywood and Dobbs,
1964).
Second, the findings help to explain the
traditionally low
(in the range of .2 to .25) validity coefficients
for omnibus

measures (e.g.,
(Endler,

J-Iandler

and Sarason, 1962; Taylor, 1953) of anxiety

tot, and Rosenstein,

1962).

It was suggested that valid-

ity coefficients might well be substantially raised by
specifying
the particular situation in which the trait response Lndicators

are experienced and reported.

Recent evidence (D'Zurilla, 1964;

Hoy, 1966; Paul, 1966) indicates that where such situation speci-

fication is made, validity coefficients have increased from the
traditional .25 range to between .60 and .80.
Since the evidence leading to these conclusions regarding

personality description and prediction was based on a limited
saii5)ling

and on a relatively untested behavior inventory, studies

were conducted to test the generalizability of the results (Endler
and Hunt, 1968; 1969).

Their earlier research (Endler, Hunt, and

Rosenstein, 1962) did not make any claim for the statistical

generality of the results.

from the

eii5)irical

Rather, the generality was to derive

reproducibility of the findings across sanplings

8.

of situations, modes of responses, and subjects
as well as other
traits.

Tlieir strategy involved two approaches
to testing the

S-R Inventory's generalizability.
forms of

tlie

First, they constructed new

inventory and administered it to different sanples

of subjects using new situations and new modes of
response.
second aspect of the strategy involved extending

tlie

The

range of

individual differences (by sanpling subjects of differing
age and

mental health) and extending the range of situations (by varying
the degree of threat from innocuous to

purpose of

tiie

liiglily

threatening)

.

The

second aspect of the strategy was to "test the

limits"- -i.e., to determine the limits of proportion of variance
that might come from extending the range of a source conponent.

They found indications of age trends, social class differences
and sex differences in the proportions of variance from the various
sources.

Tlie

proportion of total variance contributed by situa-

tions was twice as large for women as for men.

Increasing age

produces an increase in the total variance contributed by the
modes of response.

Finally, upper middle class subjects had a

greater percentage of total variance contributed by persons and
situations than did the i^per lower class.

Also, the percentages

of variance from modes of response had opposite results for subjects of differing socio-economic status.
Ifowever, their most significant conclusion was that in general,

the proportions of the total variance were generally consistent

with the earlier research.

An inspection of the ranges in the

9.

proportions of variance from the different
sauries showed some
small instability across subjects, situations
and modes of response,

but not sufficient instability for them to
question their earlier
conclusions regarding personality.
In an attenpt to extend the S-R Inventory format
to another
trait,

(and secondly enhance the generalizability
of the method)

Endler and Hunt (1968) developed and tested an S-R
Inventory of
Hostility.

Hiey found that the consistency in

tlie

proportions of

the total variance contributed by the various sources
in S-R

Inventory of Hostility (across san^jles and across alternative
forms of the Inventory) was somewhat lower.

In addition, the

proportions of variance attributable to a particular source were

not consistent across

tlie

two trait inventories.

Specifically,

the subject variance for the hostility inventory was between 3 to
4 times as much as the subject variance for the anxiety inventory,

suggesting to them that individual differences in the intensity of

a trait of hostility are greater than individual differences in the
intensity of a trait of anxiety.
In a series of studies investigating the effects of psychiatric

inpatient ward settings on patients and staff (Moos, 1967, 1968a,b;

Moos and Daniels, 1967) the question of the relative amounts of
variance accounted for by different sources of variance was addressed
through a somewhat different approach.

Patient and staff responses

to different ward subsettings (e.g., individual therapy, group

10.

therapy, comnunity meetings, luncli,
free time) were gathered using
5

sets of bipolar adjective pairs reflecting
trust, extroversion,

security, involvement, and sociability
(Moos, 1967; Moos, 1968).

Analysis of the data indicated that for
patients, individual
differences accounted for more variance than
setting differences

whereas for staff, individual differences
accounted for less variance than setting differences.

Moos also found that individual

differences among patients, differences among settings
and the

interaction of patients and settings all account for
significant

and meaningful amounts of variance.

Further, paralleling the

results of both Raush et al and Endler et al, the interactions

accounted for more of the variance
Subsequent studies

G'toos,

tlian

either main effect.

1968b; Moos and Daniels, 1967) repli-

cated these conclusions while extending their generality by
using somewhat different settings and response adjectives.
However, the measures ej^loyed by Moos seem less direct than
those used by Endler and

tot.

Situations while labeled (e.g.,

the day room), are open to significant day-to-day variation in

their meanings to the individuals.

Also, the subjects are not

describing tlieir behavior but rather are making judgements about
their feelings and behavior in the form of trait constructs (e.g.,
trust, etc.).

The combination of a situation subject to consider-

able variation with a

deiTiand to

make interpretations heightens the

possibility of descriptive inaccuracy or artifactual consistencies
(Mischel, 1968).

Mischel (1972) indicates that beliavioral predic-

11,

tions from self-report data are "especially
precarious" when

tlie

subjects inferences about his global characteristics
are elicited

rather than providing behavioral descriptions
or reactions to
specific stimulus situations.
is real in view of Moos'

The possibility of such an occurrence

(1969) finding that there is much greater

variation in the proportion of variance attributable to
different
sources of variance in actual behavior

tlian

in responses to ques-

tionnaires, especially in the proportion of variance
attributable
to settings.

In this study, Moos collected both self- report and

observational data on the ward beliavior of psychiatric patients

in order to assess the relative consistency of source component

variance across procedures.

However, Moos' results must be con-

sidered questionable since the behaviors observed might be

considered trivial (e.g., foot movements, scratching, nodding,

am

movements).

Nonetheless, the Moos observational research is

an in^ortant methodological step and nore studies of this nature
are necessary to clarify this issue.

12.

STATEMEOT OF PROBLBi

The evidence available from the three lines of
investigation

reviewed is lijnited in scope but rigorous and
conpelling.

conclusion is inescapable:

(1)

has dealt with only a subset of

Its

Traditional personality theory
tlie

determinants of behavior, and that

traits and states in and of themselves do not and cannot
account

for more than some rather small proportion of behavioral
variation.
(2)

Further, that there is in the research reviewed
at least the promi:

of tlieoretical schemes and predictive formulas involving
situation,
trait, and interactions which may account for major amounts of

behavioral variation.

There is a tremendous need for further research in

area

tliis

primarily because of the degree to which it may theoretically
revolutionalize conceptionalizations of personality and behavior.

The first order of business must be to increase radically the
amount of research available which speaks to these points.

There

are also some in5)ortant problems in this research area which need

immediate clarification.

Moos' (1969) researcli suggests that

questionnaire and other paper- and-pencil approaclies may not ade-

quately reflect data that would be available if observational
techniques or other more beliavioral assessment devices were
utilized.

Since such research is time-consuming, expensive and

subject to many practical limitations, this inference needs to
be directly examined.

Second, while Moos succinctly points out

the differences obtained by different
methods and different

researchers in this general area, there is
a con^)elling argument
tliat

the results are, overall, remarkedly
consistent.

Moos (1969)

has noted that the relative amounts of variance
accounted for by
these sources vary importantly depending i^on

nature of the

tlie

sanple, the response indicators used the specific
settings and
the "trait" selected for study.

Moos (1969) in discussing the

results in this area concludes:

The degree of variation in the proportions of
variance accounted for by different sources of
variance is clearly much greater than has been
assumed heretofore, 'mis is particularly inportant
since the percentage of variance accounted for by
consistent differences between individuals is related
to tlie upper limit of the validity of predictions,
(p.

411).

Mischel (1968) in reviewing paper-and-pencil approaches to personality research has suggested that one of the reasons for the

consistently low validity coefficients for such research is that
individuals verbally describe themselves in trait terms and as

stable and consistent actors while a behavioral analysis would

in part deny the individual's verbal self -reports

.

If this is an

accurate hypothesis and if such self-report behavior cannot be

manipulated by instructional set or by other experimental devices,
then this is further grounds for mitigating the results wiiich have

been so far obtained with the S-R Inventory and for pursuing the
research examining conponents of behavioral variance by specific

and direct observation techniques.

;

14.

On the other hand, if experimentally
induced changes in
instructional set during the rating of
behavior and changes in
the locus of the beliaviors being rated

(self attribution vs.

other attribution) are effective manipulations
reflected by
changes in the relative percentages of behavioral
variance

accounted for by persons, settings , modes of
response and their
interactions, then the S-R Inventory and allied
research methods

may hold promise with situational and response
diversity.
This study will investigate the following three
experimental

hypotheses
Hypothesis

1:

The proportions of variance attributable to

the various components of a persons x settings x modes
of response

paradigm will be significantly influenced by cognitive (instructional) set.

Endler and Hunt (1969)

eii5)loyed two

"test the limits" of their findings.
involves manipulating

tlie

By starkly differentiating

distinct strategies to

An alternative strategy

demand characteristics of their inventory.
tlie

instructions to the inventory (with

each set of instructions enphasizing attention to a different variance source), it is possible to determine how sensitive

tlie

proportions of variance are to a cognitive (instructional) set.

That is, it is plausible that

tJie

proportions of variance attri-

butable to the various sources are a function of the demand
cJiaracteristics of the inventory.

Also, if such experimental

15,

manipulations are ineffective in changing the
overall variance
CGii5)onents attributable to persons, settings
and modes of response,

investigators will have to consider carefully the
conclusion

tliat

such percentages are a function of either the
verbal habits of the
subjects or

tlie

general demand characteristics of the S-R Inventory.

It is not plausible tlmt consistency of tliis
type would suggest a

parallel behavioral consistency in actual situations
unless Moos'
data on this issue can be convincingly rebutted.
Evidence reviewed previously suggested that variance attri-

butable to persons, situations and response modes were a significant

function of some deraograpiiic variables.

It follows that persons

operating in siLiilar situations but with different habits, cultures

or expectations

\/ill

respond differently, and consistently so.

Since manipulation of iristiiictional set has been effective in
clianging behavior in many otiier experimental situations, this study

emrployed instructional sets which were designed to maximize the

degree to which beliavior was a function of
(c)

(a)

persons,

(b)

settings,

the interaction of persons and settings and, as a control, the

fourtii instructional set was utilized which replicated tiie Ikmt and

Endler standard instructions.
llypothesis 2:

The proportions of variance accounted for various

components will differ as a function of self-report versus an attri-

bution to others.
One excellent opportunity that has not yet been considered with
the S-R Inventory is to extend

tlie

ratings from "self" to the rating

16.

of another.

If the S-R Inventory is, in fact, an accurate analog

of non- laboratory beiiavior and its results are indicative of quite
general enpirical relationships, then

tlie

behavioral variance com-

ponents would not vary significantly as a function of the individual
rated.

Typically, research in attribution has involved trait rat-

ings or adjectivial descriptions and these studies liave sho\m an

inability of the rater to describe the uniqueness of

tlie

other.

Rather, the results indicated that the raters constructed general-

ized (and stereotypical) descriptions of the person being rated,
regardless of how niudi information they possessed about the ratee
(Mischel, 1968).

Such results may reflect

metliods of measurement en^loyed.

tlie

inadequacy of the

The S-R Inventory with its

innovative format provides an opportunity to gather new information

concerning the use of trait constructs regarding ourselves

aiid

others,

Jones and Nisbett (1971) concur with Miscliel's conclusion but
go considerably beyond it in their research.

Tliey

suggest that

people explain their own behavior largely in terms of specific conditions or situations.

However, people explain

tlie

actions of

others largely in terras of the stable dispositions, or traits, of
others.

If that conclusion is valid, this research sliould be able

to demonstrate consistent differences in percentages of variance

attributable to persons and settings as a function of whether subjects are rating tlieir own behavior or the behavior of others.

hypothesis

3:

ITie

proportions of variance attributable to

tlie

various components will be influenced
differentially by cogni-

tive (instructional) set as a function of
self- report versus

attribution to others.
Tlie

interaction of cognitive (instructional) set with
self

versus attributed rating of behavior allows for a
con?)arison of

differential effects of cognitive set i^on sudi ratings.

It niay

be assumed that a person who rates his own behavior about
which he
possesses a great deal of infonnation is less likely to
be influ-

enced by a manipulation of instructions than a person who
rates
anotlier's behavior (where there is less information).

18,

MEnDD
Subjects

;

Tne Ss were a group of 160 male and female
students from the
introductory psychology classes at a Northern
California junior
college.

Procedure

Hie Ss were randomly divided into four equal groups.
;

Hie S-R Inventory of Anxiousness (Endler, Hunt and
Rosenstein,
1962) was administered to each groiq).

The S-R Inventory of Anxious-

ness, a trait inventory, en^loys a new format (see Appendix
A)

which samples separately responses, situations and individual
differences.

Tape recorded instructions were played to the Ss while they

read written instructions.
ent sets of instructions.

Each of the four groins received differGroi:^)

1 received the standard instructions

(Hunt, Endler and Rosenstein, 1962) used in the administration of the

S-R Inventory (see Appendix A)

.

The remaining three groups each

received the standard instructions modified with an emphasized in-

sertion asking
experience.

tlie

Tlie

subject to attend to specific aspects of his

insertions always were placed immediately before

the exanqple in the instructions.

For Group

2

the insertion read:

"YOU TOW THAT SITUATIONS DIFFER
MANY ASPECTS
THAT
NO Tiro SITUATIONS ARE EXACTLY ALIKE. AS YOU GO THROUGH
THE liWEiVTORY AI© CONSIDER YOUR CHOICES PLEASE THINTC OF
IDW THE SrrUATION DETEK-IINl-S YOUR RESPONSES. RE-ID BER,
AS YOU AJjbT/Hk EACH ITE-l, TliINK ABOUT m\T PARTICULAR
SITUATION".

Vj,

For GTOixp 5

tlic

instructions read:

Mm

'TOU l<im TiRT NO nvo PEOPLE
TIIG SAME AND 11 RT TIl'KJE
IS I\0 OTiiH^ P1:RS()N OCA.CTLY LUCE YOU. AS YOU
GO TiROUGi;
Tliu I.WHNTORY MD CONSIDER YOUR CHOICES PLTRSE
IIOIV YOUR OIVN PliRa/N.XLIlT DETERMINES
YOU[l I^SPON'SEs"
"

R Bii7Mj^]-R, AS Yobn^s\\iirm:u

imi

tiilmv

/uwr

you^^

PERS(.)Ni\Ln T".

For Group 4

tiie

o^t^i
'-

iiistnactions read:

"YOU iO\OW
TilVr Tiii-Y

niAT PEOPLIi ACT ONii WAY IN ONE SIllIATION M<1)
ACT DIFFEI^diNT mXS IN OllD.ill SITUAriONS. AS
YOU GO TIROUGH TiiE IN^/ENTORY Ai\fD CONSIDEl^ YOUIi j'^SPONSES
PLEASE IIIINK OF HOW B-OTII TilE SITUATIONS /MvD YOUR
PERSON/VLITY DETH^^ilNTirYOUR PsimTISi^ RUTE.lJiER, AS
YoTTTG^vS^vETriRQI ITJ:^I THINK ABOUT I'HAT PARTICULVR SERJATTON ANO YOUR Om PERSOiM/VLI'IY".
.

After

coiaploliiip

tlic

i.iivoiitoiy ,

tlio

Ss rccuLvva a sccoiul sot

of instructions which reminded them of the nature of the

asked

to taJ\e

theiii

inventoiy ao;ain but to

tlie

coiTtplete it

tasl; ajid

with

"your best friend" as

tlie

requested

respond to the items "as you loiow him" and

tliat tlie Ss

"as you imagine that
tlie

lie

person to

rated.

l;e

would respond".

The instructions

The rating of "self" and

rating of "best friend" was balanced as a safeguard against

order effects.

Table

1

indicates

in each of the four conditions

themselves first

half of

tlie

arid tlien

tliat

half of

tlie experir,iental

Ss

presented the task of rating

\\iere

rating their "best friend" while the other

Ss received instructions to rate tlieir "best frier.d"

(Other) first cind tiien to rate tliemselves.

Statistical Analysis

:

Tiie eicita ajialysis
aiVd Hujit

(]9()6).

'Hie

followed the procedure employed by Endler
responses to

tlie

situations of the S-R

Inventory were analyzed by a tliroo-w;iy analysis of virinnco assuniiii;;

.-I

I'.'iniloiii

('

("IVc

I

mode!.

.'Irpa

ral

c;

.in.i ly;.v''.

cd Un"
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eadi expermental condition.

Tae percentages of variance accounted

for by eadi source of variance were calculated
for these random

effects analysis of variance models using the
rationale and equations given by Gleser, Cronbach and Rajartnam
(1965) and Endler
(1966)

.

These methods estimate the relative magnitude of
each

individual component of variajice, expressed as a percentage
of
tlie

sum of the different variance components.

decided to examine Condition

and Condition 3 in separate analyses

2

by obtaining difference scores.
tlie

It was additionally

Testing for the difference

betv^^een

variance percentages was acconplished through the procedures

described in Hirsch (1957).

Insert

TABLE

1

About Here
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RESULTS

Hie first set o£ analyses were performed to
determine whether
significant order effects existed as a function
of one-half of the
subjects first rating their own behavior and then
rating the

behavior of their best friend while the other 80
subjects rated
Others first and Self second.

The 40 subjects witliin each condi-

tion (instructional set) were divided into 20 subjects
who

liad

been

presented with Self first and 20 subjects who had been
presented

with Others first,

Tlie

three-way analysis of variance model des-

cribed earlier was used to analyze the Self ratings only.
2

thru

5

Tables

present the percentages of variance accounted for by each

of the conponent sources in the design for each condition.
examination of Table

2

An

reveals that subjects in condition 1 (Hunt,

Eiidler instructional set) were very consistent in terms of the
ainount of variance accounted for by each of the various components

whetlier Self was rated first or second.

similar consistency.

Tables 3, 4 and

5

reveal

In no case in any of the four analyses did

any single conponent source of variance account for a percentage

of the total variance which was as much as
a function of order.

5

percent different as

Further, the differences within any one of

these analyses are not consistent across the other three analyses.
Thus, there is no evidence in these four analyses of any consistent

order effects,

Tliis

the Self rating data.

conclusion was based on the analyses of solely

Although no analysis of order effects

performed on Other ratings, the lack of any hint of difference in the
Self ratings as a function of order suggested

tliat

order effects were

22.

Insert

Tables

2

through

5

About Here

Hie Self ratings for the 40 subjects in condition

1

were

analyzed with the three factor ajialysis of variance design des-

cribed earlier.
in Table 6.

The summary table from this analysis is presented

Each of the three main effects, subjects, situations

and response modes and each of the first order interactions of
these three main effects was reliably related to Self ratings on
the S-R Inventory (p

<

.001).

Tables 7^

8

and

9

present the result

of the same statistical analysis performed on the self data of the
subjects in conditions 2, 3 and 4 respectively.

These three tables

reveal results parallel to those in Table 6; that is, the analysis

of variance of Self ratings of the subjects in each of the four
different instructional sets siiowed significance beyond a rejection
level of .001 for every laain effect and every interaction in the
design.

23.

Insert

Tab].es 6 through 9

About here

Each of

tlie

data sets aiialyzed in Tables

6

through 9 were

subsequently subjected to further analysis to determine

tlie

per-

centage of the total variance which was accouiited for by each of
the main effects and interactions in the design.

The results of

these subsequent four ajialyses are presented in Tables 10 through
13 for conditions

through 4 respectively.

1

Examinations of Tables

10 through 13 demonstrate that subject variance is as low as

of total variance in

tlie

AJl

condition in which subjects were instructed

to concentrate i^on the situation, and as high as 8.34?o in the con-

dition replicating

tlie

Hunt and Endler methodology.

Condition 3,

in which the instructional set stressed subject differences,

produced subject variance totalling only

7.5-0

of total variance.

Variance attributable to situations ranged from 7.8^ to a high of
10.51.

Situational variance was highest in the condition in which

24.

a situational instructional set was
presented.

Modes of response

were, in all four analyses, by far
the most potent effects.

Variance contributions due to modes of
response ranged from a low

of 21.

to a high of 25.7^0 of all variance.

Modes of response

variance was lowest in the situational
instructional set and highest
for the interactive instructional set.

Eacli

of the three interactional

conponents contributed an average of 8.91 of the
variance in the four
analyses.

Differences in size of any given interaction
across the

four analyses were negligible, and differences in the
size of the

variance contribution of the three first order interactions
were small

and inconsistent across the four analyses.

In spite of the lack of

evidence that in the overall analyses instructional set influenced
the
relative magnitude of sources of variation, it was decided to examine

condition

2

versus condition

3 in a

separate analysis since these were

the clearest theoretical grounds upon which to test the hypotheses.

Table 14 presents the differences scores between percentages of variance
for each source component for conditions

2

and 3 when Self is rated.

No statistically significant differences were obtained.

There is no compelling evidence that manipulation of the instructional
set meaningfully influenced the relative contributions of each of the com-

ponent sources of variation in this design.

Tnese results represent a

clear negative finding with regard to f^othesis

Insert

Tables 10 through 14

About Here

1 for the

Self ratings.
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Hie analyses of

tlie

ratings of the behavior of others
(one's

best friend) is presented in Tables
15 through
through 4 respectively.

18 for conditions 1

As with the ratings of Self, every
inde-

pendent variable and every interaction
in all four analyses is
significant beyond .001.

Insert

Tables 15 through 18

About Here

Ratings of Otiiers on the S-R Inventory were further analyzed

separately for each condition to detemine

tlie

relative contribu-

tions in the variance source components to the total variance
(Tables 1 9 tlirough

2 2).

The percentage of variance accounted for

by the main effects of persons ranged from a low of 7.2% to a
of 21.71,

Tliis

Mgh

latter figure was achieved in condition 3 in which

subjects were given an experimental set strongly encouraging them
to consider person variation in responding to each item.

Tlie

low

figure of 7.21 represented the Hunt and Endler standardized ins true-

26.

tion.

Condition

2

in which subjects were encouraged to concentrate

on situational aspects produced subject variance
of 11.4%, more than
10% lower than the instructional set en^)hasizing person
to person

variation.

Hie interactional instructional set produced a
variance

contribution of 16,5% for persons.

Variance attributable to situations did not differ markedly
among the four conditions.

Variance attributable to modes of response

was lower in all of the conditions in which a special
instructional
set was administered than in

tion condition.

standardized

tlie

liaat

and Endler instruc-

It was lowest (16.7%) in condition 3.

There are no

consistent differences among the four conditions in variance percentages

ascribed to each of the three interactions.

However, the situations by

modes of response interaction is less potent in all four conditions than
the subjects by modes or subjects by situations interaction.

Further,

the subjects by modes of response interaction is slightly stronger than
the subjects by situations interaction in all four conditions.

Table 23

presents the difference scores between percentages of variance for each
source component for conditions

2

and

3

when Other is rated.

show no significant differences between percentages.

Insert

Tables 19 tlirough 23

About Here

Scores
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Tables 24 through 2y coiq)are the results
of Self

rating for conditions

1 tlirough 4

respectively.

that certain consistent differences emerge.

aiid

Other

It is apparent

average contri-

Tlie

bution of subjects in the rating of Otlier data
is higher than the
subjects contribution in the Salf data.

This is true for condi-

tions 2, 3 and 4 but not for the standardized hlunt
and Eiidler

instructional set in which the difference is in the opposite

direction but of negligible size.

In three of the four conditions

the variance attributable to the situations is greater
in the self

ratings data, but these differences are sraall.

The self ratings

data produces a larger variance contribution from modes of response

under all four experijuental conditions, although the differences are
large only for conditions three

ajid

four.

There are no consistent

or large differences between the S elf data and 0 ther data on the
variance contribution of the subjects by situations interaction.

Hie subjects by modes of response interaction shows a small but
consistent difference with

tlie

ratings of Others data producing

a more potent effect in all four conditions.

Tliere are

no

discernible patterns in the variance percentages of the situations

by modes of response interaction.
These data (the ratings of Others) clearly support Hypothesis
2 wiiich

predicts that

tlie

proportions of variance would differ as a

function of self report versus attribution.
limited support for

Ilyi-)OtJiesis

3 wliicli

These data also provide

suggested

tliat

cognitive set

would differentially influence variance proportions as a function of
self report versus attribution.

28

Insert

Tables

24

through 27

About Here

In order to examine the potential iii5)ortance of demographic

variables which were recorded during test administration. Self
rating data were broken down several ways for condition

1 only.

The Self data in condition 1 was analyzed for males versus
females.

The results of these two analyses are presented in

Tables

and

23

29

.

The saine data were then analyzed for married

and unmarried students.

The results of these two analyses are

presented in Tables 30 and 31.

Finally, the self ratings from

condition 1 were split into freshman subjects and sophomore
subjects and these two analyses are presented in Tables 32 and

-

.

29.

Insert

Tables

28

through

3"

About Here

As with the analyses of responses by instructional sets and by

Self attribution versus Other attribution, the analyses of variance
for sex, married status and class standing showed every interaction

and every main effect to be significant beyond .001 with two exceptions, both of wliich were significant beyond .01.

Table 34 summarizes the variance percentages contributed by
various sources for male subjects and female subjects in condition
1 under the self rating condition.

An inspection of Table

3

shows

that male subjects were extremely low in terns of the subject attri-

bution conpohent.

They were also lower than females

in terms of the variance attributable to situations.

Mode

of

response was far more potent as a determinant of behavioral variation for males

tJian

for females.

Variance due to interaction is

not markedly different for male and female subjects.

k
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Insert

Table 34

About Here

Data from married and unmarried subjects rating themselves
under condition

1 are

summarized in Table 35.

difference in terms of

tlie

There is a strong

amount of variance contributed by

subject to subject variance.

Tnis source of variance is relatively

small for married and quite large for unmarried subjects.

Conversely

the situational variance is much more important with married subjects

than with uranarried subjects.

Other differences are relatively small

altliough the subjects by modes of response interaction is relatively

low for married subjects.

31.

Insert

Table 35

About Here

Table

36

presents the relative variance contributions of sources

of variation for

fresliriian

subjects and sophomore subjects separately

in condition 1 when rating themselves.

Subject variation and situa-

tional variation are both notably more potent for the younger students

while mode

of response is a more irqjortant determinant for the sopho-

more students.

Insert

Table 36

About Here
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DISCUSSION

As the Results section indicates,
body of data.

tliis

study yielded a large

The amount of raw data collected, the number
of

variables examined and the nature of the analytic
procedures com-

bined to produce a wealth of findings.

Moreover, these findings

may be looked at methodologically, substantively and
theoretically.
The general organization of this section is to first examine
the
substantive in^^act of the results (in the order in which they

appear in the preceeding section); next, the larger theoretical
issues are discussed and, finally, methodological problems and
iji^jlications for future research are detailed.

The comparisons of Self ratings when Self was rated first

with Self ratings when Self was rated second (i.e., after the
rating of Other) showed no significant differences.

The failure

to find order effects is surprising, but experimentally fortuitous,

in that it allowed pooling of data across orders for all subsequent
analyses.

It had been anticipated that there would be a carry-

over effect such that

tlie

subjects first instructed to rate

themselves in anxiety provoking situations would then tend to
rate Others (tlieir best friend) very much like themselves, while
subjects rating Others first were expected to differentiate better

between the response of tlieir best friend and their perceptions

of

tlieir

own responses.

This anticipated lack of differentiation

33.

between Self and Other for
materialize.

tlie

Self rating first order did not

It may be that subjects in both
orders failed to

differentiate well between tlieir own responses
and those of
Others and, in fact, primarily rated their
own responses in both
cases.

If the basic differentiation between
Self and Other in

aiixiety situations were lacking then
the issue of order would,

of course, become moot.

This liypothesis is consistent with

tlie

later data on Self vs. Other differences.

rne analysis of variance results of the Self rating
data
bears directly on two major questions:

tlie

degree to which the

procedures utilized in this study replicated the sensitivity of
the Endler and Hunt paradigm; and the degree to which instruc-

tional set was

aji

effective e}(perimental manipulation.

The

results provide a positive and definitive answer to the first
question.

For eacli analysis of variance, subjects, modes of

response and situations and each of the interactions among these

main effects was a significant discriminator of anxiety ratings
of one's own behavior; that is, the three main effects and three
interactions each accounted for a significant portion of the

overall behavioral variance in the ratings (independent of the
instructional condition under whicli the subject completed his
protocol).

Further, if

tlie

four conditions are pooled, the

resulting averages bear a striking similarity to the results

which Endler and Hunt obtained earlier.

Specifically, when

34.

these data are compared with the Endler and

Iiunt

(1966) data from

the Penn State sample, subject variance
accounted for 1% of the

total variation in the current data

Endler and Hunt study.

ajid

approximately 61 in the

Situational variance was somewhat lower

in the Endler and Hunt sample representing

5?o

of the total var-

iance as opposed to ^% of the total variance with

Modes of response accounted for
studies.
10?6

U%

tliis

sample.

of the variance in both

Subjects by situations accounted for approximately

of the total variation in

of response was also

10?6

botii studies.

Subjects by modes

of total variation in this study, and

11% in the Endler and Hunt study.

In both data sets, situations

by modes of response was the smallest of the interactions,
representing

9^^

of total variation in this study and 1% of all

variation in the Endler and Hunt study.

The largest single

difference in the two data sets is found in the residual variation which comprises 37^ in the Endler and Hunt data and only
32% of all variation in this study.

Tlie

overall picture is

clearly one of striking similarity in spite of minor differences
in subject population and several intervening years between the

collection of the Endler and Hunt data and the data reported here.
The answer to the second (instructional set) question

mentioned above is almost as definitive.

The four different

instructional sets did not significantly or consistently affect
tlie

proportions of variance accounted for by the various components

.
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within the design.

Tnere areno data to suggest that ratings
of

one's anxiety responses to specific situations
can be influenced

by the nature or strength of

tlie

instructions or other verbal

demand cliaracteristics of the experimental situation.

For Self

ratings, variation due to persons was highest in the
condition

receiving

tion

1)

tlie

standardized Endler and liunt instructions (Condi-

rather than

tlie

condition in wliidi subjects

x^ere

instructed to enphasize person to person variation (Condition

3)

Variation due to the interaction of persons by situations was
highest for botli the subjects presented with the standardized

Endler and Hunt instructions (Condition

1)

and the subjects pre-

sented with instructions to en^hasize person variation (Condition
3).

It was second lowest for the subjects in Condition 4 (inter-

action

eii5)liasis

instructions).

The lack of evidence to support experimental Hypothesis

1

is particularly serious in the light of the close approxijnation

to the original Endler and Hunt data by the four conditions as a

whole and the condition replicating their instructional set
(Condition 1) in particular.

Tliat is,

failure to sq^port the

hypothesis that instructional set would modify relative proportions of variance may not be discounted as a failure to develop

instruments of sufficient precision or reliability to measure an

experimental effect whicli might, in fact, have been present.

Tne

instruments, metliodology and analytic procedures have demonstrated
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reliability and statistical power and may
not be used to mitiaate
the failure to show results of instructional
set.

It niay be argued

alternatively that the instructional sets
themselves and the procedures used to present the sets to the
subjects were ineffective.
IVhile tliis argument is logically
plausible, it is belied by numerous

other studies using more subtle and less
variations.

eii^)liatic

instructional set

Failure to find significant results should
not be inter-

preted as proving the null hypothesis, but the
failure to demonstrate
any tendencies toward statistical significance
taken in conjunction

with the accurate replications of earlier studies
suggests

tliat

the

null hypotliesis is presently the most parsijnonious
explanation of
these data.

The clearcut nonsignificant differences between the

results in condition

2

and the scores in condition 3 seem to confirm

the null hypothesis.

The analyses of the Otlier ratings are consistent with the

Self ratings in that all main effects and all interactions account
for significant proportions of the total behavioral variance and

that there is no consistent support for the hypothesis that

instructional set will influence the relative proportions of

variance accounted for by specific main effects and their interactions.
Tables 19 tlirough 22 summarize

tlie

relative variance contributions of

the coniponent sources for the Other ratings, and show some large

differences.

These differences among conditions are not, however,

consistent with

tlie

intent of the instructional set for each condition.

For example, subject variance is contparable to

tlie

relatively low level

found in the Self data in the Other data only for the Endler and Hunt stan-

dardized instructions.

Condition

3,

in which variation due to persons
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was intended to be optimized does result in
substantially higher
subject variance [22% vs. 7%).

Consistent with predictions,

condition 3 resulted in the highest overall
persons variance

(22^0),

nearly twice that found in condition

2,

iance was intended to be maximized.

It is of interest to note

in which situational var-

that condition 4, which asked subjects to
attend to

tlie

interaction

of individual and situational factors, did yield a
subject variance

which was 50^ higher than that resulting from condition
nearly 25% lower than
3.

Hiis would suggest

tlie

2,

but

subject variance resulting from condition

tliat

subjects responding in condition 4 were

experiencing some heightened sense of person to person variation

but that it was mitigated in part by the instruction to attend to

both situational and personality factors.

VJliile

variance due to

situational differences was comparable across all four conditions,

modes of response did produce slight differences.

Variance was

highest in condition 1 (Endler-Hunt) and lowest in condition

3,

which eii5)hasized person to person variation in the instructional set.
Condition 4, in which the persons x situations interaction was stressed
in orienting

tlie

subjects to tlieir task did not produce an inter-

action variance that was notably higher or lower relative to those
found in the other three e:q)erimental conditions.
Overall con^jarisons of Self ratings with Otlier ratings in terms

of the relative variance contributions of the various

coi!5)onents

of

the Analysis of Variance design suggest that these data were far

kinder to experimental F^otheses

2

and 3 than to

tlie

first Flypothesis.

Subject (persons) variation accounted for a far greater percentage
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of the total behavioral variance in
4)

tlie

Other data (conditions 3 and

than in all of the Self data; that
is, the person to person

variation in

tlie

Self data (across conditions)
represented about 1%

of all variation and this was consistent
with conditions
the Otlier data.

1

and

2

in

Conditions 3 and 4, however, accounted
for 221 and

161 of all variation respectively.

Thus, conditions 3 and 4 may well

have resulted in the kind of generalized
or stereotypic responding

regarding perception of others that Mischel
(1973) discussed
earlier.

Conditions 1 and

2

may have had similar effects upon

the experijnental subjects in that both instructional
sets resulted

in the sul^jects merely generalizing from their own
response ten-

dencies in specific situations.

Tliere is no evidence

with regard

to Self or Other ratings that Condition 4 was effective
in producing
tlie

kind of differentiated interactional responding that was
hypothesized.

Tliere are several other smaller but consistent
differences between

the Self ratings and Other ratings.

Situational variance is

greater for the Self data than for the ratings of Otliers.

Again,

this is consistent with a hypothesis that ratings of Others tend
to be more stereotyped than ratings of Self.

Similarly, the

,
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variance contribution attributable to modes of response
is greater
for ratings of Self under all four e^cperimental
conditions
in the ratings of Others

.

thaji

This conparison of modes of response

variance and variance due to situations for Self and for Others
suggests

tliat a

subject has more difficulty delijieating response

differences as a function of anything other than consistent

personality traits for Others (as opposed to rating himself)
Analyses of responses by sex, marital status and class
standing again demonstrated that the sensitivity of the S-R
Inventory was maintained across differing samples and with differing instructional sets.

Additionally, there were some consistencies

as a function of these demographic variables.

Sex differences were

primarily found in the main effects rather than the interactions of
the Analysis of Variance design.

Male subjects tended to over-

en^hasize variation due to modes of response and underestimate
variations due to subject to subject and situation to situation
differences relative to female subjects.

Tliis

finding parallels

earlier research of Endler and hunt (1969) with regard to situational variation but differs in

tliat

their subjects showed no

differences on subject variation and mode of response variation.
The sex differences documented here are particularly interesting
in that they are in conpliance with cultural prescriptions of

sex roles.

That is, the male sees certain kinds of responses as

frequent, independent of the particular male or particular situation
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in v/hich those responses occur.

Tliey are

socially acceptable or

socially unacceptable responses for a male subject.

Relative

to this stance, the female subjects sees far more
of beliavior
as dependent upon the particular female subject
viewing the

situation, and upon the nature of the situation itself.

Thus,

botli male and female subjects reinforce a view of the
female as

more at the whim of the situation in which she is placed and
varying more from individual to individual and of the male as
exhibiting (or not exliibiting) certain kinds of responses consistently.

The analysis of the Self data as a function of marital status
suggests that married students emphasize situational variation

and de-emphasize subject variation relative to unmarried students.

As witli the sex difference results, the married-unmarried student
differences are consistent with socially prescribed roles- -and

with some realities.

Tlie

married student has less opportunity to

view himself as a highly consistent actor across situations,
because he must respond to a spouse, family responsibilities, and

perhaps children.

His view of himself as an ascetic intellectual

may be coiipatible with what he experiences in the classroom but
it is difficult to maintain when he is involved in child care

responsibilities.

Conversely, the unmarried student has a

perceived role consistency and is also concerned with an emerging
adult value system and life style.

The unmarried student may, in
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fact, see a considerable amount of person
to person variation
(and within person consistency) beyond wliat
exists behaviorally.

The results of the analysis for the freshman
vs. sophomore
subjects are confusing.

There is no apparent rationale for the

freshman perceiving subject variation and situational
variation
as more ii.iportant than they are seen by the sophomore
students.

Further, modes of response is a stronger determinant of
ratings

of anxiety responses for the sophomore students than it is
for
the younger freshman students.

Tliis, again,

theoretical expectations, which would suggest

is contrary to
tliat

the younger

students would be more concerned with stereotypic responses and
less aware of differences in situational demands.

t^otiiesis 1 was convincingly rejected by botli the Self data

and the Other data.

Instructional set did not appear to be a

valid method of manipulating

tlie

relative strengths of the var-

iance coii5)onents of a persons x settings x modes of response

paradigm.

There are several in^lications of this failure to

support I-lypothesis 1.

The first ijiplication is that the S-R

Inventory may be a methodological dead end for pursuing
theoretical goals of this type of research.

tlie

If the relative

variance contributions of the coiiyionents of this design are immutable under widely varying experimental conditions, then the design
has little potential for establishing the relative strength of the

variance components to those experijiiental conditions, and instead

,
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singly reflect some permanent relationships among those
con^onents.

The second iii^lication is that the failure to influence the
relative
strengths of the design conponents can be argued to support a theory
tliat

the S-R Inventory is measuring behavioral attributes that are

consistent across settings,

tyi^es

of people, and conditions,

rfowever

there is strong evidence from research that has focused directly upon

field observations of behavior to contradict that hypothesis.

Some

of this work was summarized earlier in discussing the article by
Moos (1969).

The most plausible remaining hypothesis is that the

consistent percentages of variance that are demonstrated by the S-R
Inventory, are an artifact of the inventory itself and its demand

characteristics rather than a representation of any behavioral consistencies.

This hypotliesis garnered sujjport from lindler and Hunt

themselves when they created an analagous instrument to investigate
hostility,

Tlie

liostility inventory produced percentages whicli

were quite different from the now familiar S-R Inventory breakdown.
If

tlie

variation due to persons, subjects and response modalities

is a function of the paper and pencil instrument with which

tJie

subject is asked about his responses, then consistent percentages

will be found for as many inventories as are devised and the S-R
Inventory, again, appears to be extremely limited in applicability.

The differences in this study between ratings of Self and
ratings of one's best friend are encouraging.

They are generally

consistent with predictions flowing from Mischel's review and the

.
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work of Jones and Nisbett (1971).
hypothesis discussed above

tliat

Tliey

also partially refute the

the S-R Inventory will produce

immutable results independent of the manner in
which it is applied.
Hypotliesis 3 found only partial and very wealc
support in these

data.

Since liypothesis 3 posited an interaction of
instructional

set with the Self vs. Other rating dimension and since
instructional
set

v^as

essentially ineffective in this design, it would have been

difficult for such interaction to be meaningful.

Tlie

differences

in the Other ratings analyses as a function of experimental
condi-

tion (instructional set) result in a statistical interaction
because

of the absence of differences in the Self ratings data as a function
of condition.

However, this state ol.affairs is quite different than the

hypothesized interaction in which instructional set was expected to
be potent for both the Self and Other ratings but to produce larger

condition differences in the Self ratings.

Tae interaction obtained

is, of course, the opposite of that predicted.
Tliis

study as a whole is remarkably consistent v^ith the earlier

results on the S-R Inventory obtained by Endler and

llunt

(1966)

As such, it is useful to review the general picture which these
results present in terms of their inplications for personality theory.

Subject to subject variation and subjects x mode of response variation, wliich are the two components of the paradigm investigated

here that may reasonably be considered as the province of traditional personality theorists do not account for as much as 201 of

,
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tlie

total behavioral variance in either this
study or the Endler

and Hunt work.

The iii5)lication of this is that theories
of

behavior which pay homage to situations, modes
of response, and
interactions as well as to subject and subject x
mode of response

variation can potentially predict

505ci-70%

of total behavioral

variation as opposed to the 10^-20?o which appears
to be the upper

bound of the best developed traditional personality
theories.
This argument has been promulgated by a number of
theoreticians

and the extensive data in this study are consistent with
those
arguments.

It must be pointed out that those arguments and
that

particular interpretation of the data are dependent i^on two major
qualifications.

First, it is critical to determine the congruence

between ratings of behavior on the S-R Inventory and actual
beliaviors in realistic social settings.

This is currently un]<nown,

and Moos' data, while con5)elling for its theoretical in^lications
does not address this point because he chose to investigate essen-

tially trivial behaviors rather than the kinds of meaningful
beliaviors tiiat are codified within the S-R Inventory (but unin-

vestigated beliaviorally)

.

Tlie

second major qualification is that

Endler and Hunt chose to investigate modes of response by delineating

a large number of manifestations of one particular generic response,
anxiety.

It should be remembered tiiat most personality theorists

are concerned witli differential tendencies to express generic

responses (i.e., anger, grief, joy, anxiety), rather than the

tendency to iiinnifest one rcsnonso (i.e., anxict/) with one

manifestation (e.^., sweaty palrns) ratlier than some other
manifestation

teimnology

(c-ii.,

heart beats faster).

iiiiMnr

ifiinor

Hunt

Tluis, tlie lindlcr ajid

is misleading ajid can easily be overaencralized in

of its ijiiplications for tlieoretical constructions.

teniir.

Response variation

for Endler and limt must remain tied to the differential tendency to
m:inifest some i^eneral response by tiiis or that molecular reaction
ratJier than signifying the use of one type of response in a given

situation rather than another type of response.

Thus, the specific

[jercentages of variation accoiuited for by modes of response; and
two interactions involving modes of response in the Bndler and

tlie

paradigm must be interpreted carefully ])ecause
isomorphically to tlieoretical constructs,
ijiiport

of

tliesc findings.

lliis

tlioy

do not tniDslato

is jiot to deny

tliat

could ^malyze subjects,

situations and types of response with eacli general

tyi)e

of response

being represented by several 'exemplars (modes of response)
ty^pes

tiie

It is reasonable to expect tliat if a

statistical procedure were developed

variation due to

lliint

tliat tjic

of response would be, in fact, far higher

than that found so far by im anxiety inventory alone.

Tliat is,

an

inventoiy combining responses indicative of ajLxiety, dependency and

hostility would pemit researchers to make statements not only about
the likelihood of a given response but its relationship to alternative

"trait" responses in a given situation.

This study presents some indirect but disquieting
for typical clinical prediction and diagnosis.

earlier roscarcli, this study suggests

tlvit

ir.nl:

cations

First, like sijvilar

diagnosis

-nJ.

prediction

are activities involving, at best, some quite small subset of

aji
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individual's beliaviors.

The first of tJiese is

This is true for at least two reasons.

tliat

clinical work, by and large, proceeds

from traditional personality theory and, as such, does
not deal

with situational variation or response variation let alone the
interactions of these major determinants of behavior.

The second

limitation upon clinical practice is that the methodology itself
examines only attributes of some stable personality posited as the
cause for much or most of the individual's behavior.
that

tlie

To the extent

S-R Inventory and similar instruments reflect behavioral

consistencies, clinical diagnosis and prediction may be expected
to iiiprove in their validity as they become cognizant of situational

and response constraints as well as personality constraints.

This

is no small order as it calls for a major revolution in personality

theory and for clinical methodology to begin to address aspects of
the world which liave until now been viewed as tangential to beliavior.

Effective cliange in

tlie

direction of inclusion of situational

variation at eitlier an applied clinical or a research tlieoretical
level demands that "situations" begin to be approached with conceptual schemes paralleling those which have been applied to persons.
In this regard, tliere liave been some recent efforts calling for

taxonomies and conceptualizations of environments (Moos, 1973;

Frederickson, 1972).

Frederickson reviews several early attenpts

at providing situational taxonomies and argues

tliat

such a classi-

fication scheme is currently sensible technologically.

Moos also
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argues that there are a number of currently available viable avenues

which might lead to a conceptualization (of environments) with
sufficient rigor and theoretical elegance to stimulate further

research on the relationship of situation and person to elicited
behavior.

Tliis

study

lias

also demonstrated that consistent differ-

ences arise when rating the beliavior of Others as opposed to rating

one's own behavior.

Person to person variation, for exan^le,

appears to be a stronger determinant of Others behavior than of
one's own behavior.
tlieorists'

This is quite consistent with personality

insistence upon using subject to subject differences as

the sole basis for predicting future beliaviors.

Based on the results

of this study, personality theorists might have been more sanguine
about the potential of such an approach had they been predicting
their own behavior instead of

tliat

of clients.

It may be noted that

these data on Self vs. Other ratings are consistent with research

investigating self prediction vs. prediction of otliers and that,
again, prediction of one's own behavior can be accon^lished with

significantly more accuracy
behavior.

tlian

similar predictions of others

In light of this, it appears that it may be more in^or-

tant to develop

tlie

theoretical schema and the assessment devices for

dealing with situational and response variables if

v\fe

are to

understand (in the sense of predict) the behavior of others, in
that this study suggests that there is an inlierent tendency to

overgeneralize the trait consistencies which

v\:e

perceive in others.
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I£ people (laymen aiid clinicians alike) are already and inlierently

attuned to such trait consistencies, then a better or more refined
personality theory based on trait concepts will have but minimal
effect upon the ultimate efficacy of the understanding of behavior,

while the development of response and situational concepts, and
their inclusion in theoretical and predictive strategies, may

result in immediate gross iniprovements of our understanding of
behavior.

An additional tlieoretical issue concerns the relationship of
tliese results to existing theory concerning anxiety and anxiety

responses.

Endler and Hunt (1969) have suggested that anxiety is

idiosyncratically organized for each individual.

They have been

led to this position by the consistently large percentage of variation accounted for by the modes of response con^onent of their
design.

Tliis

study also finds large percentages of total variation

in ratings due to differences among modes of response (approximately
22%) and this figure is swelled considerably if the interactions

involving modes of response are included.

In fact, modes of response

and the two interactions involving modes of response account for

over 40% of all the variation in this study.
from this finding, however,

tliat

It does not follow

anxiety is idiosyncratically

organized any more than it follows from the relatively low percentages of behavioral variance

accounted for by person to person

differences that personality is not idiosyncratically organized.
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It is clear from this study and many others that anxiety manifests

itself in different ways in different individuals;

tliat is,

for

some individuals one specific mode of anxiety response may be

quite frequent while in anotlier equally anxious individual some

different mode of anxiety response is frequent.
Tliis is

not sufficient to deny some general

organizing principles among

tlie

response across individuals.

many modes of a given generic

Since Endler and Hunt have simply

listed a large nuinber of anxiety responses rather than attempted to
systematize the anxiety system for one or for all individuals, it
is not clear that generalized principles could liave emerged even

if tliey do exist.

For

exarii^Dle,

it may be that certain high anxiety

situations bring out high frequency anxiety responses in all indi-

viduals and that low anxiety situations elicit low frequency anxiety
responses out of statistical proportion to their expectancy in all
individuals.

If this were so, then anxiety would not be idiosyii-

cratically organized but Endler

aiid

Munt would also be unable to

document that kind of organization with the S-R Inventory.

Tliey

have, in fact, made no systematic attempt to determine the relative

organization of
individuals.

tlie

subresponses within the anxiety syndrome across

Finally,

tlie

anxiety indicators utilized in

tlie

S-R

Inventory represent some inconsistently san^led subset of an unknown

population of anxiety responses.

This subset is not a random sample

and may not be representative in any sense.

Unless one is willing
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to use an operational definition and define
anxiety as the sum

of responses on the S-R Inventory, then the
S-R Inventory is better
viewed as a vehicle for looking at relative
contributions of anxiety
responses across situations and across persons
than as an instru-

ment for investigating the nature of anxiety within
persons.
There are several metliodological issues which arose
during
data collection or analysis

tliat

deserve examination.

First, in

spite of some pilot research, there was an undue amount
of subject

fatigue during actual data collection.

This could have been over-

come, had it been anticipated, by using twice as many
subjects and

presenting only Self or Otlier ratings to any single subject.
lack of order effect in the Self data suggests that

tills

The

fatigue,

while obvious to the Bxperijaenter , did not systematically affect
the nature of the results.

cerns

tiie

The second methodological issue con-

efficacy of the instructional sets utilized.

The

instructional sets were devised to be as emphatic as possible
wliile still maintaining some credibility as normal, experimental

instructions.

Tne instructions emphasized the one particular

con^onent which was to be attended to by the subject and then

re-en^hasized

tliat

conponent at the end of the instructions.

Fur-

ther, the written instructions wliidi accon^anied the S-R Inventory

further eniphasized the con^onent corresponding to the condition the
subject was assigned.

Since the results fail to show differences

as a result of instructional set, it is reasonable to ask whether
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the instructional sets were devised with sufficient potency

or impact i^^on the subjects.

This question might

liave

been answered

with extensive pilot research and such preparatory work was considered.

It was rejected early because other personality

investigators have been able to obtain a strong beliavioral differences based upon less en^liatic instructional differences and because
it was felt that differences produced by instructions which were more

differentiated than those used here would have linuted, if any,
in^lications for more realistic cognitive sets.

The final metliodo-

logical issue concerns the decision to use only anxiety responses
(the S-R Inventory) rather than generically different

as hostility, euphoria, aggression, or dependency.

responses such

This latter

approacli was rejected on pragmatic grounds; there are no establislied

statistical procedures for analyzing the relative variance contributions of the conponents of a four-way design and such an approach

would have demanded the construction of parallel inventories for
each of the various response types

(a

major research effort in and

of itself).
This research contains several areas whicli demonstrate need
for continued study.

The most obvious of these is certainly the need

to operationalize the S-R Inventory methodology into a behavioral

study which focuses on meaningful but observable modes of responses,
Sucli

observational work will be a necessity if the S-R Inventory

results are to

liave

any portion of their potential inipact

i:5)on
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personality theories.

A second promising
earlier.

If

tlie

line of future research was alluded to

analytic procedures can be managed, then far more

important results will accrue to a methodology which encompasses
several types of responses and a number of modes of each of those

response types.

That kind of study will speak to

which have always been of primary interest.

tlie

questions

For exajnple, to what

degree does a person's tendency to be anxious rather than aggressive

depend on the person,

tJie

situation, or the type of anxiousness or

aggressiveness that is in question, and secondly, to what extent do
interactions ainong those factors account for the observed response?

Those critical questions cannot be answered with the S-R Inventory

because it restricts itself to one response, anxiety, while the
real concern with behavior is a question of the relative likelihood

of one generic response as opposed to another,

A third interesting and necessary
tlie

avenue for future studies is

examination of the consistency of results when using the S-R

Inventory.

Is this a function of the verbal habits of the subjects?

Is it some other demand characteristic

situation in which the S-R Inventory

(noninstructional) of the

lias

so far been administered?

Is there any congruence between ratings given by subjects on the

S-R Inventory and the behavior of

tliose same subjects

when exposed

to the kinds of situations described in the S-R Inventory?

Attenpts

to answer these questions will of necessity be heavily methodological
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in focus, but like

tlie

original work with S-R Inventory, Raush

et al's work and the present study, the methodological questions

addressed have major theoretical inportance in terms of understanding and predicting human personality and behavior.
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APPENDIX A

STANDARD INSTRUCTIOm BASE

Print your name, the date of your birth, age, sex, etc., in
the
blanks provided for this. After you have completed filling in
the
blanks, please STOP and wait for the tape recorded instructions.
This inventory presents a means of studying peoples' reaction to
and attitudes towards various types of situations. On the following pages are represented 10 situations which most people have
experienced personally or vicariously through stories, etc. For
each of the situations certain common types of personal reaction
and feelings are listed. Indicate in the alternatives representing
the 5 points on the scales shown in this booklet, tlie degree to
which you would show these reactions and feelings in situations
indicated.

(INSTRUCTION INSERT HERE)

Here is an exanple:

You are about to go on a roller coaster
Heart beats faster

1

Not
at all

2

3

4

5

Much
Faster

If your heart beats much faster in this situation, you would circle
alternative 5; if your heart beats somewhat faster, you would circle
either alternative 2, 3, or 4 depending on how much faster; if in
this situation your heart does not beat faster at all, you would
circle alternative 1.
If you have no questions, please turn to the
items on tlie following pages.
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Appendix A (cont.)
"You are just starting off on a long automobile
trip"
one of the five alternative degrees of
reaction or attitude
for each of the following 14 items.

Heart beats faster

1

2

3

4

Not at all

Get an "uneasy feeling"
None

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

Perspire

2

1

3

4

Enjoy the challenge

3

4

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

5

Not at all

1

2

3

4

Not at all

5

Very dry

1

Not at all

5

Very frequently

1

Become inmobilized

5

Perspire much

Enjoy much

Mouth gets dry

S

Very much

Not at all

urinate frequently
Not at all

5

Not at all

2

to-

5

Very disn^tive

Want to avoid situation
1
Not at all

Need

5

Very strongly

Emotions disrupt action
1
Not at all

Feel exhilarated and thrilled
Very much

5

Much faster

2

3

4

5

Completely

.
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Appendix A (cont.)

Get full feeling in stoniacli
None

1

Seek experiences like this
Very much

1

Have loose bowels

1

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

Remember:

5

Very much

1

Not at all

5

Not at all

None

Ejcperience nausea

5

Very full

2

3

4

5

Much nausea

Please think of how your own personality determines your
responses
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Appendix A (cont.)

The entire booklet for the Inventory of Attitudes toward
Specific Situations contains 10 situation pages which are identical as to degrees of reaction or attitude on a five-point
scale for tlie 14 responses. The situations shown at the top
of each of tlie pages are:

1,
2,

3,

4,
5,
6,
7,
8,

9,

10.

You
You
You
You
You
You
You
You
You
You

are going to meet a new date.
are taking a final examination.
are entering a roomful of strangers,
are stopped by a policeman while driving.
are starting off on a long automobile trip.
are going for a medical exam.
encounter a strange dog on the street.
are entering a competitive contest.
are going on an interview for an important job,
are going into a psychological experiment.

TABLES

,

61.

TABLE

1

KUIvlBER OF SUEJtCTS IN E.\CH EXPEREvIEInTAL
COi\DITION BY 0PJ3ER OF RATL'vIG SELF
OHIER

Source

Condition
-_.

1

Condition

2

Condition 3

Condition 4

.

Self First

20

20

20

20

Other First

20

20

20

20

TOTAL

40

40

40

40

62

TABLE

2

PERCENTAGES OF VARIANCE ACCOMTED FOR BY C0MP0NE>7r SOURCES
OF RETORTED RESPONSES TO SITOATIONS FOR RATING SELF
FIRST AND RATING OTl-iER FIRST IN CONDITION ONTE

Source

Self First

Self Second

Subject

8.27

5.56

Sits

7.97

5.24

Modes

24.18

25.74

Subject X Sits

12.87

10.82

Subject X Modes

8.75

10,84

Sits X Modes

6.37

8.42

31.60

33,37

100.00

100.00

Residual

TOTAL

63.

TABLE 3
PERCEvTI'AGES OF VARIAivICE ACCOUITTED FOR BY COMPONEOT SOURCES
OF REPORTED RESPONSES TO SITUATIOim'S FOR MIlliG SELF
FIRSr AI© RATING OTIiER FIRST IN CONDITION TIVO

Source

Subject

Self First

Self Second

4.09

6.99

Sits

11.60

11.00

Modes

22.83

21.11

9.46

12,62

Subject X Modes

11.18

13.44

Sits X Modes

10.20

6.85

Residual

30.63

28.00

100.00

100.00

Subject X Sits

TOTAL

64.

TABLE 4
PERCENTAGBS OF VARIANCE ACCOUOTED FOR BY COMPONEm" SOURCES
OF REPORTED RESPONSES TO SITUATIONS FOR RATIisG SELF
FIRST AND RATING OTHER FIRST IN COI^ITION TI^^

Source

Self First

Self Second

Subject

6.34

9.44

Sits

7.04

8.80

25.78

22.85

9.31

10.08

11.72

15.45

8.74

6.15

31.07

27.22

100.00

100.00

Modes
Subject X Sits

Subject X Modes
Sits X Modes

Residual
TOTAL"

65.

TABLE

5

PERCBiTAGES OF VARIANCE ACCOUNTED FOR BY COMPOie^ SOURCES
OF REPORTED RESPONSES TO SITUATIONS FOR MTING SELF
FIRST AND RATING OTHER FIRST IN COJ^ITION FOUR

Source

Self First

Self Second

Sub j ect

8.50

10.57

Sits

8.96

7.01

23.89

27.38

9.18

8.97

10.80

10.85

8.37

8.11

30.31

27.12

100.00

100.00

Modes
Subject X Sits
Subject X Modes
Sits X Modes

Residual

TOTAL

66.

TABLE 6
OF VARIAiNCE OF REPORTED RESPONSES
TO SITUATIONS FOR RATING SELF
IN CONDITION 01^

AI^IALYSIS

Source

Sub j ect

DF

SS

MS

F

39.

1293.98

33.18

5.29***

9.

1036.51

115.17

10.88***

13.

3065.68

235.82

25.50***

Subject X Sits

351.

1466.02

4,18

5.62***

Subject X Modes

507.

1441.14

2.84

3.82***

Sits X Modes

117.

836.46

7.15

9.62***

Residual

4563.

3391.01

0.74

1.00

TOTAL

5599.

12530.79

2.24

Sits

Modes

***p<

.001

67.

TABLE

7

AmYSIS

OF VARIANCE OF REPORTED RESPONSES
TO SITb'ATIOiN'S FOR RATING SELF
IN CONDITION TWO

Source

Subject

DF

SS

MS

F

39.

783.27

20.08

3.48***

9.

1267.95

140.88

11.75***

13.

2623.86

201.84

17.38***

Subject X Sits

351.

1208.45

3.44

4.68***

Subject X Modes

507.

1556.20

3.07

4.17***

Sits X Modes

117.

1085.65

9.28

12.60***

Residual

4563.

3358.65

0.74

TOTAL

5599.

11884.03

2.12

Sits

Modes

***p<.001

1.00

68.

TABLE

8

MmXSlS

OF VARIANCE OF REPORTED RESPONSES
TO SITUATIONS FOR RATING SELF
IN CONDITION TIIREE

Source

Subject

DF

SS

MS

F

39.

1044.90

26.79

4.63***

9.

972.05

108.01

9.87***

13.

2534.11

194.93

9.23***

Subject X Sits

3S1.

1265.81

3.61

5.89***

Subject X Modes

507.

1415.86

2.79

4.56***

Sits X

117.

930.37

7.95

3.00***

Residual

4563.

2790.38

0.61

1.00

TOTAL

5599.

10953.47

1.96

Sits

Modes

***p

<

I'fodes

,001

69.

TABLE 9

AmVSIS

OF VARIANCE OF REPORTED RESPONSES
TO SITUATIONS FOR Pv^TING SELF
IN CONDITION FOUR

Source

Subject

DF

SS

MS

F

39.

905.28

23.21

4.07***

9.

926.57

102.95

9.02***

13.

2941.31

226.25

20.81***

Subject X Sits

351.

1209.26

3.45

5.37***

Subject X Modes

507.

1470.51

2.90

4.52***

Sits X Modes

117.

1007.64

8.61

13.43***

Residual

4563.

2926.03

0.64

TOTAL

5599.

11386.60

2.03

Sits

Modes

***p

<

.001

1.00

70.

TABLE 10
ESTEvlATED VARIAI>JCE COMPONEOTS AND PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL

VARLMCE FOR EACH COMPONW OF REPORTED RESPONSES TO
SIIUATIONS FOR RATING OF SELF IN CONDITION ONE

Source

Var. Con^.

PCT

Subject

0.19

8.34

Sits

0.19

8.11

Modes

0.57

24.59

Subject X Sits

0.25

10.65

Subject X Modes

0.21

9.11

Sits X Modes

0.16

6.95

Residual

0.74

32.26

TOTAL-

2.30

100.00

TABLE 11
ESTIMATED VARIANCE CaiPONEiNTTS AKD PERCEmCES OF TOTAL
VARIANCE FOR EAQI CQ.IPONBnT OF REPORTED RESPOIn'SES TO
SITUATIONS FOR RATING OF SELF IN CO^©ITION TIVO

Source

Var. Conip.

PCT

Sub j ect

0.10

4.68

Sits

0.23

10.54

Modes

0.48

21.77

Subject X Sits

0.19

8.85

Subject X ^fodes

0.23

10.68

Sits X Modes

0.21

9.78

Residual

0.74

33.70

TOTAL

2.18

100.00

72.

TABLE 12
ESTIMATED VARIAI^CE CaiPOI^EOTS AI© PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL
VARL\NCE FOR E\CII COfvlPONENT OF REPORTED I^SPONSES TO
SITUATIONS FOR RATING OF SELF IN CONDITION TIIREE

Source

Var. Coiq).

PCX

Subject

0.15

7.46

Sits

0.17

8.61

Modes

0.46

22.96

Subject X Sits

0.21

10.63

Subject X Modes

0.22

10.84

Sits X Modes

0.18

9.12

Residual

0.61

30.39

TOTAL

2.01

100.00

73,

TABLE 13
ESTIMATED VARIANCE Ca/IPONeNTTS AND PERCEimCES OF
TOTAL
VARL\]\'CE FOR EACH CavIPOI^^^^ OF REPORTED RESPONSES
TO
SITUATIONS FOR RATING OF SELF IN COrvDITION FOUR

Source

Var. Coup,

PCT

Subject

0.13

5.97

Sits

0.16

7.81

Modes

0.54

25.72

Subject X Sits

0.20

9.57

Subject X Modes

0.23

10.79

Sits X Modes

0.20

9.52

Residual

0.64

30.63

TOTAL

2.09

100.00

74.

TABLE 14
PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL VARL\NCE FOR liACH COMPONEm' AMD DIFFIHRDCE
SCORES BETl\IiFjN REPORTED Ri^SPONSES FOR R\TTNG
SELF IN COInDITION 2 AND CONDITION 3

Source

Subject

Condition
PCT

2

Condition 3
PCT

Z

4.68

7.46

-.52

Sits

10.54

8.61

.33

iModes

21.77

22.96

-.11

8.85

10.63

-.26

10.68

10.84

.00

9.78

9.12

.15

33.70

30.39

.34

100.00

100.00

Subject X Sits
Subject X Modes
Sits X Modes

Residual

TOTAL

75

TABLE 15

AMLYSIS OF VARIAICE OF REPORTED RESPONSES
TO SITUATIONS FOR RATING OTtER
IN CONDITION ONE

Source

Subject

DF

SS

MS

F

39.

1095.36

28.09

4.32***

9.

731.74

81.30

8.03***

13.

2823.04

217.16

23.47***

Subject X Sits

351.

1417.03

4.04

5.71***

Subject X Modes

507.

1604.64

3.16

4.48***

Sits X Modes

117.

795.09

6.80

9.62***

4563.

3224.45

0.71

1.00

5599.

11691.33

2.09

Sits

Modes

Residual
"

TOTAL

***p

<

.001

TABLE 16

ANALYSIS OF VARIAICE OF RETORTED RE,STONSES
TO SITUATIONS FOR RATING OllIER
IN CONDITION T\VO

Source

Sub j ect

DF

SS

MS

F

39.

1738.16

44.57

5.95***

9.

995.03

110.56

10.08***

13.

2604.61

200.35

19,59***

Subject X Sits

351.

1561.25

4.45

6.67***

Subject X Modes

507.

1878.38

3.70

5.55***

Sits X

117.

841.40

7.19

10.78***

Residual

4563.

3044.32

0.67

TOTAL

5599.

12663.14

2.26

Sits

Modes

***p<

Ivfodes

.001

1.00

77.

TABLE 17

AI^YSIS OF VARIANCE OF REPORTED RESPONSES
TO SITUATIONS FOR RATING OHIER
IN COI^DITION TliREE

Source

Sub j ect

DF

SS

MS

F

39.

2986.75

76.58

10.87***

9.

876.65

97.41

10.50***

13.

2108.36

162.18

17.42***

Subject X Sits

351.

1328.53

3.78

6.83***

Subject X Modes

507.

1934.34

3.82

6.89***

Sits X Modes

117.

707.51

6.05

10.92***

Residual

4563.

2527.02

0.55

TOTAL

5599.

12469.14

2.23

Sits

Modes

***p<

.001

1.00

TABLE 18

AI^YSIS OF VARIANCE OF REPORTED

RF.SPONSES

TO SITUATIONS FOR RXTING OTIIER
IN COI>IDITION FOUR

Source

Subject

DF

SS

F

39.

2217.57

56.86

9.21***

9.

1086.27

120.70

11.03***

13.

2587.80

199.06

18.31***

Subject X Sits

351.

1181.98

3.37

6.83***

Subject X

507.

1672.48

3.30

6.69***

117.

943.66

8.07

16.36***

Residual

4563.

2249.00

0.49

TOTAL

5599.

11938.74

2.13

Sits

Modes

Nfod.es

Sits X Modes

***p<

.001

1.00

TABLE 19
ESTIMATED VARIANCE CQvIPONENrS Al® PERCEimCES OF TOTAL
VARIANCE FOR liACH CCI-IPOmT OF REPORTED RESFONSES TO
SITUATIONS FOR RATING OF OUiER IN C0iN2)ITI0N ONE

Source

Var. Coup.

PCT

Subject

0.15

7.19

Sits

0.13

5.93

Modes

0.52

24.25

Subject X Sits

0.24

11.10

Subject X Modes

0.25

11.47

Sits X Modes

0.15

7.10

Residual

0.71

32.96

TOTAL'

2.14

100,00

80.

TABLE 20
ESTINIATHD VARL\i\'CE Ca-IPOxHWS AMD PERCENTAGES
OF TOTAL

VARIMCE FOR

hXCti COMPON"ENrr OF REPORTED RESPONSES TO
SITUATIONS FOR RATIN'G OF OTiiER IN COr^DITION T1\D

Source

Var. Comp.

PCT

Sub j ect

0.26

11.41

Sits

0.18

7.66

Modes

0.48

20.47

Subject X Sits

0.27

11.63

Subject X Modes

0.30

13.08

Sits X Modes

0.16

7.02

Residual

0.67

28.73

TOTAL

2.32

100.00

81.

TABLE 21
VARIAM:E COMPONEIvTTS AND PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL
VARIANCE FOR E\Cli C&MF0i4EiYf OF REPORTED RESPONSES TO
SITUATIONS FOR RATING OF OTIIER IN COInIDITION THREE

ESTEvl/VTED

Source

Var. Comp.

PCT

Subject

0.50

21.74

Sits

0.16

6.89

Modes

0.38

16.73

Subject X Sits

0.23

10.10

Subject X Modes

0.33

14.28

Sits X Modes

0.14

6.01

Residual

0.55

24.24

TOTAL

2.28

100.00

82.

TABLE 22

ESTEIMED YARW^E COMPONE>n'S AND PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL
VARIANCE FOR DXCII C0M1^0i\TOT OF REPORTED RESPONSES TO
SITUATIONS FOR RATING OF OTHER IN COI®ITION FOUR

Source

Var. Comp.

PCT

Sub j ect

0.36

16.48

Sits

0.20

8.92

Modes

0.47

21.42

Subject X Sits

0.20

9.35

Subject X Modes

0.28

12.77

Sits X Modes

0.19

8.62

Residual

0.49

22.44

TOTAL"

2.20

100.00

83,

TABLE 23
PERCBnTTAGES of total variance for TACH COMPONHvrr AND DIFFERENCE
SCORIiS BEH^-EEn REPORTED RESPOh'SES FOil RATING
OTHER IN CONDITION 2 AND CO^^IDITION 3

Source

Subject

Condition
PCT

2

Condition
PCT

3

Z

11.41

21.74

-1.25

Sits

7.66

6.89

.19

Modes

20.47

16.73

.47

Subject X Sits

11.63

10.10

.14

Subject X Modes

13.08

14.28

7.02

6.01

.18

28.73

24.24

,41

100.00

100.00

Sits X Modes

Residual

TOTAL

-

.13

84.

TABLE 24
PERCEm'AGES OF TOTAL VARLUJCE FOR EACH CCf-IPONEOT
OF REPORTED RESPONSES TO SITUATIONS FOR RATINGS
OF BOTIi SELF AND OTHER IN CONDITION ON^

Source

Self PCT

Other PCT

Subject

8.34

7.19

Sits

8.11

5.93

Modes

24.59

24.25

Subject X Sits

10.65

11.10

9.11

11.47

6.95

7,10

32.26

32.96

Error

0.00

0.00

TOTAL

100.00

100.00

Subject X

r-fodes

Sits X Modes

Residual

TABLE

25

PERCEOTAGES OF TOTAL VARIANCE FOR EACH COMPONENT
OF REPORTED RESPONSES TO SITUATIONS FOR RATINGS
OF BOTH SELF AND OTIiER IN CONDITION TlvO

bource

Subject

Self PCT

Other PCT

4.68

11.41

Sits

10.54

7,66

Modes

21.77

20.47

8.85

11.63

10.68

13,08

9.78

7.02

33.70

28.73

Error

0,00

0.00

TOTAL

100.00

100.00

Subject X Sits
Subject X Modes
Sits X Modes

Residual

86.

TABLE 26
PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL VARTMiCE FOR EACH COTONEOT
OF REPORTS) RESPONSES TO SITUATIONS FOR RATING
OF BOTH SELF AND OTHER IN CONDITION THREE

oeix rLl

Other PCT

Subject

7.46

21.74

Sits

8.61

6.89

Modes

22.96

16.73

Subject X Sits

10.96

10.10

Subject X Modes

10.84

14.28

9.12

6.01

30.39

24.24

Error

0.00

0.00

TOTAL

100.00

100.00

Sits X Modes

Residual

87.

TABLE 27
PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL V/\RIAICE FOR EACH COMPOl^ENT
OF REPORTED RESPONSES TO STfUATIONS FOR RATINGS
OF BOTH SELF AND OTrlER IN CONDITION FOUR

Source

Self PCT

Other PCT

Subject

5.97

16.48

Sits

7.81

8.92

25.72

21.42

9.57

9.35

10.79

12.77

9.52

8.62

30.63

22.44

Error

0.00

0.00

TOTAL

100.00

100.00

Modes
Subject X Sits

Subject X Modes
Sits X Modes

Residual

88.

TABLE 28

ANALYSIS OF VARIAICE OF REPORTED RESPONSES
TO SnUATIONS FOR MUES
IN CONDITION ON'E

Source

Subj ect

DF

SS

MS

F

12.

160.38

13.36

2.82***

9.

214.18

23.80

4.38***

13.

1041.18

80.09

20.41***

Subject X Sits

108.

371.21

3.44

5.43***

Subject X Modes

156.

301.16

1.93

3.05***

Sits X Modes

117.

307.37

2.63

4.15***

Residual

1404.

888.94

0.63

1.00

TOTAL

1819.

3284.42

1.81

Sits

Modes

***p<

.001

TABLE

29

ANALYSIS OF VARLWCE OF REPORTED RESPONSES
TO situatioinS for fdl\les
IN CONDITION ONE

Source

Sub j ect

DF

SS

MS

F

26.

839.14

32.27

4.80***

9.

899.04

99.89

11.08***

13.

2097.46

161.34

20.63***

Subject X Sits

234.

1018.10

4.35

5.53***

Subject X Modes

338.

1067.02

3.16

4.01***

Sits X Modes

117.

637.94

5.45

6.93***

Residual

3042.

2393.23

0.79

1.00

TOTAL

3779,

8951.92

2.37

Sits

Modes

***p

<

.001

TABLE 30

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF REPORTED RESPONSES
TO SITUATION'S FOR MARRIED SUBJECTS
IN CONDITION Om

Source

Subject

DF

SS

MS

F

19.

347.55

18.29

3.30^"**

9.

756.65

84.07

10. 93*--**

13.

1564.54

120.35

19.32***

Subject X Sits

171.

658.74

3.85

5.50***

Subject X Modes

247.

590.71

2.39

3.41***

Sits X Modes

117.

530.86

4.54

6.47***

2223.

1558.25

0.70

1.00

2799.

6007.30

2.15

Sits

Modes

Residual

TOTAL

-

***p 4C.001

TABLE 31

ANALYSIS OF VARMNCE OF RI£PORTED RESPONSES
TO SnUATIONS FOR UInTvL/VRRIDJ SUEJECTS
IN CONDITION ONE

Source

Sub j ect

DF

SS

MS

F

16.

805.31

50.33

7.38***

9.

311.74

34.64

5.65***

13.

1256.84

96.68

16.34***

Subject X Sits

144.

559.64

3.89

5.24***

Subject X Modes

208.

763.73

3.67

4.95***

Sits X Modes

117.

349.49

2.99

4.02***

1872.

1389.43

0.74

1.00

2379.

5436.19

2.29

Sits

Modes

Residual

TOTAL

***p

<

-

.001

92.

TABLE 32

ANALYSIS OF VARLMJCE OF REPORTED RESPONSES
TO SITUATIONS FOR FRESIMEN
IN CONDITION ONE

Source

Subject

DF

SS

MS

F

25.

960.82

38.43

6.39***

9.

784.79

87.20

10.90***

13.

1903.98

146.46

21.82***

Subjects X Sits

225.

904.96

4.02

5.43***

Subjects X Modes

325.

888.69

2.73

3.69***

Sits X Modes

117.

552.05

4.72

6.36***

Residual

2925.

2168.50

0.74

1.00

TOTAL

3639.

8163.78

2.24

Sits

Modes

***p ^c.ooi

93.

TABLE 33

ANALYSIS OF VARLMs'CE OF REPORTED RESPONSES
TO SITUATIONS FOR SOPIOvIORES
IN CONDITION ONE
.

Source

DF

SS

MS

F

Sub j ect

5.

100.31

20.06

3.09**

Sits

9.

122.32

13,59

2.52**

Modes

13.

538.98

41.46

9.40***

Subject X Sits

45.

183.28

4.07

5.99***

Subject X Modes

65.

201.21

3.10

4.55***

Sits X Modes

117.

233.60

2.00

2.94***

Residual

585.

397.71

0.68

1.00

TOTAL

839.

1777.40

2.12

***p

<

.001

**p

<

.01

94.

TABLE

34

ESTIMATED VARIAICE Ca'tPONHITS AND PERCEOTAGES OF
TOTAL VARLWCE
FOR EACH CaMPOi\ENT OF REPORTED RESPONSES TO
SITUATIONS FOR
BOTH MALES Q FBvLUES IN COI^ITION O:^

OUUX Cc

var.
Conp.

Male
PCT

Var.
Comp.

Female
PCT

Sub j ect

0.06

3.31

0.18

7.47

Sits

0.10

5.41

0.24

9.84

Modes

0.59

31.42

0.57

23.28

Subject X Sits

0.20

10.74

0.25

10.42

Subject X Modes

0.13

6.96

0.24

9.70

Sits X Modes

0.15

8.22

0.17

7.07

Residual

0.63

33.95

0.79

32.21

TOTAL

1.87

100.00

2.44

100.00

.

95.

TABLE 35
ESTBIATED VARIAiNCE CQvIPONENTS AJ© PERCEOTAGES OF TOTAL VARL5uNCE
FOR EACH Ca.IPONEI-rr OF REPORTED RESPONSES TO SITUATIOInS FOR
BOTH MARRIEDS ^ UN-IARRIEDS IN CONDITION OJffi

Source

Var.
Conp.

Married
PCT

Var.
Conp

Unmarried
PCT

Subject

0.09

4.10

0.31

13.19

Sits

0.27

12.28

0.21

5.08

Modes

0.57

25.69

0.53

22.66

Subject X Sits

0.23

10.13

0.22

9.53

Subject X

0,17

7.61

0.29

12.43

Sits X Modes

0.19

8.63

0.13

5.60

Residual

0.70

31.56

0.74

31.50

TOTAL

2.22

100.00

2.36

100.00

Ivfodes

96

TABLE 36

MB

ESTEvIATED VARIANCE COMPONEiVTS
PERCENTAGES OF TOT.AJL VARL^NCE
FOR men CaiPONE;NT of reported RESPC'NSES to SITUATIONS FOR
BOTH FRESll-mN ^ SOPm\DRES IN COI^ITION OInIE

Source

Var.

Fresh.

Var.

Soph.

Conip.

PCT

Coiq).

Subject

0.23

10.00

0.10

4.42

Sits

0.22

9.40

0.10

4.45

Modes

0.54

23.22

0.62

28.13

Subject X Sits

0.23

10.12

0.24

11.04

Subject X Modes

0.20

8.61

0.24

11.00

Sits X Modes

0.15

6.61

0.22

10.00

Residual

0.74

32.03

0.68

30.97

TOTAL

2.31

100.00

2.20

100.00

PCT

